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Building a research
skill set

A duel perspective
and approach

Step One:
Identifying interests
and building
confidence

Step Two:
Generating
keywords and
mind mapping

Step Three:
Committing to
responsible
research

Step Six: Narrowing
scope

Step Five:
Synthesizing
information and
identifying trends

Step Four:
Preliminary
research

Step Seven: Back
to research

Repeat as necessary

Step Eight: Project Output – begin writing, creating, and sharing

✓ Identifying interests
and building
confidence

Tier One

✓ Generating
keywords and
mind mapping
✓ Committing to
responsible
research

Step One: Identifying Interests and Building
Confidence

 What are my interests? What makes me tick?
 What am I good at doing? How do I know?
 How do my thoughts contribute to society? Why does my
opinion matter? What unique perspective can I offer to the
world?
 Why is my research important or of interest to me? How
might my research impact or influence others? How is my
research important in today’s world?
 What is the purpose of this specific research project?

Step One: Identifying Interests and
Building Confidence
Teaching approach/resources:

 Student-led inquiry means taking a step back. Put the ball in the students’ court.
This gives them autonomy and empowerment in their own learning.
 Create a community of learners. Show that there is something to learn from
everyone. You are there to learn from them, too.
 There are no “right” answers, but there is a responsible methodology we must
follow as researchers. The teacher’s role is to facilitate this.
 Encourage and uplift through each step of the process. Research projects can be
frustrating!
 SOAR method: Show up, Own your stuff, Ask for what you need, Respect the
research process

Step Two: Generating Keywords/ Mind-mapping

 What words or phrases come to mind when I think about
this subject/area of research? What do I already know
about this subject?
 How are these words/phrases interrelated?
 Does my research cross over into multiple disciplines?
How does each discipline approach this topic?
 Are there strands or links I want to look at more closely?
Which part of this mind map piques my interest the most?

Step Two: Generating Keywords/ Mindmapping
Teaching approach/resources:
 Allow space for creativity/artistry/differentiation here. Everyone’s mind works differently,
so mind maps should be unique to the individual and, most importantly, work for that
individual.
 Sometimes it helps to have students talk out their interests here with a partner or small
group.
 Makerspaces are also an innovative way of allow students to think about their topics,
especially those that respond to kinesthetic learning. See
http://www.makerspaceforeducation.com/makerspace.html for more resources.
 There are many online mindmap generators. I prefer Canva’s free version:
https://www.canva.com/graphs/mind-maps/

Step Three: Committing to responsible research – Part
1: Organization and Notetaking

 What notetaking strategies appeal to me or work
for me?
 What is my plan for keeping my notes organized
during my research? Why is this important?
 What information will I need to gather from my
sources so that I can cite them accurately or find
them again?

Step Three: Committing to responsible research – Part
2: Choosing and Interrogating sources

 Why is it important to ensure that I’m using reliable
sources?
 Why is my responsibility as a researcher to
interrogate my sources and question their validity
or bias?
 How can I tell if a source is reliable? What tools or
tricks are available to help me with this?

Step Three: Committing to responsible research –
Part 2: Choosing and Interrogating sources

 Know the difference between searching and researching
 Searching: short-term, quick, provides a single answer to a question, usually factual
 Researching: long-term, takes time, considers information from multiple sources and
points of view, eventually leads to an original idea or analysis

 Practice looking at both reliable and unreliable sources and building critical
thinking and analysis
 Make sure students understand confirmation bias
 JCS Padlet: Resources on combating ”fake news” and teaching responsible
research in the classroom https://padlet.com/marketing30/7brr39ls02ob
 Make sure students understand what primary sources can offer to their research

Why use primary sources? What
do they offer to your research
that secondary sources do not?

Historical accuracy:
Reviews (in full) written by people
who actually saw the production
and well-known theatre critics of
the age

The Illustrated London News, Saturday, November 14, 1874, Issue 1838, p.1-25. The
Illustrated London News Historical Archive, 1842-2003,
http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75q3P6. Accessed 20 Sept. 2018.
"Theatres." Illustrated London News, 4 Jan. 1879, p. 18+. The Illustrated London
News Historical Archive, 1842-2003, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75rD7X.
Accessed 20 Sept. 2018.
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Visual evidence:
Illustrations of the actors,
costumes, or set design for
the production

The Illustrated London News, Saturday, November 14, 1874, Issue
1838, p.1-25. The Illustrated London News Historical Archive, 18422003, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75q3P6. Accessed 20 Sept.
2018.

"Mr. Beerbohm Tree in 'Hamlet,' at the Haymarket Theatre."
Illustrated London News, 30 Jan. 1892, p. 136. The Illustrated
London News Historical Archive, 1842-2003,
http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75qEY6. Accessed 20 Sept.
2018.
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Anecdotal evidence:
First-person accounts that
discuss what going to the show
was like, and how audiences
received various aspects of the
production

"Theatres." Illustrated London News, 4 Jan. 1879, p. 18+. The Illustrated
London News Historical Archive, 1842-2003,
http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75rD7X. Accessed 20 Sept. 2018.
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Historical context:
What else was going
on in the world when
this play was
performed?

The Illustrated London News, Saturday,
November 14, 1874, Issue 1838, p.1-25. The
Illustrated London News Historical Archive,
1842-2003,
http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75q3P6.
Accessed 20 Sept. 2018.
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Related information:
What other activities were being
undertaken by Henry Irving?
What other shows or theatrical
events took place at the time of
Irving’s Hamlet?

S, C. "The Playhouses." Illustrated London News, 5 Mar. 1887, p. 255. The Illustrated
London News Historical Archive, 18422003, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/75uzhX. Accessed 20 Sept. 2018.
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✓ Preliminary
research

Tier Two

✓ Synthesizing
information and
identifying trends
✓ Narrowing scope

Step Four: Preliminary research – Let the adventure
begin!
 What information is out there about my research topic?
 Is this information reliable? Up to date? How do I know? How
can I “test” sources to see if they are accurate and unbiased?
 Which keywords bring up the most information for me? The
least? What meaning can I take from word frequency?
 This is the time that students need to “play” with doing different
searches using the keywords generated in step two.

 Where are there dead ends? Which “dead horses” do I need to
dismount?
 Do I need to learn more in order to provide context to this
preliminary research? Where can I learn this? Who are the
experts?

Step Five: Identifying trends and synthesizing
information

 What did you notice during your research adventure?
 Are there themes or trends emerging through the
preliminary research?
 Are there keywords that need expansion or need to be
eliminated?

 Do I need to narrow the scope of my topic or expand it? Am
I finding too much information or not enough? How can I
tweak my research topic and keyword searches to remedy
this?
 How can I begin thinking about how this preliminary
research might funnel down into a specific research
question?

Step Six: Developing a specific research scope and
thesis statement

I am
researching
(writing about)
_______

because I am
trying to find
out _______

in order to
help others
understand
_______.

Step Seven: Back to research
 Based on my thesis statement and research scope,
what areas need more expansion through research?
What information do I need to support my argument
or approach to this topic?
 What do I want to learn more about? Is there
anything I’m hoping to find? Who can help me if I
can’t find it on my own?
 What type of information is coming from the sources
I am using?

How can using digital
archives help support
the research
process?
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Repeat as necessary

Step Eight: Project Output – begin writing, creating, and sharing

Term cluster and
frequency tools
can help visualize
and generate
keywords
Search within
your results using
keywords related
to your topic
Or choose one of
the pre-determined
subjects that
appear multiple
times in your
results

You can also
limit results by
publication
year
http://gdc.galegroup.com/gdc/arte
mis?p=GDCS&u=tlemea_jcsnews&p
assword=tr1al
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Depending on your unique research process and learning
methods, you may have to return to certain steps as necessary.
Repeat as necessary
Step Seven: Back
• Feeling
or a lack of motivation? Return to step one!
to down
research

• Having trouble seeing the big picture? Return to step two!
• Feeling unorganized or unsure about the information you’re finding? Return to step
three!
• Is the scope of your research too narrow? Return to steps four and five!
• Is the scope of your research too wide? Return to step six!
Eight:
Project
Outputto
– begin
writing,
creating, and
sharing Keep going
• Do youStep
need
more
information
support
your argument
or approach?
with step seven!

Summary
 Learning autonomy depends on:
 Appealing to individual student interests
 Confidence with research methods and tools
 Confidence in personal abilities and feeling like their opinion matters

 Responsible research depends on:
 Understanding what makes a source reliable and why
 Understanding the difference between searching and researching
 Understanding why citations are important
 Differentiating between primary and secondary sources and what they offer

 Digital archives and resources can help with this because:
 They offer an independent, user-friendly interface and experience.
 They make citing sources straight-forward and easy.
 They contain tools useful for narrowing the scope of research and generating keywords.
 They contain primary materials which can contextualize literary, historical, and current events from around the
world.

Thank you!
karen.e.harker@gmail.com

Twitter: @kharker4

